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“Have you ever wanted to roll around in a field of clover?” Celia asked her friend, Carol. 
 
“Can’t say I ever did. Why?” Carol answered. 
 
“Oh, I don’t know,” replied Celia.  “Maybe I’d roll over a four-leaf clover or two and some of the good luck 
would rub on to me.” 
 
“Good luck?” Carol asked. “What do you mean, good luck?  I thought everything was going well for you.” 
 
“Shows what you know,” Celia said.  “I’m having the worst luck with this block.  I can’t seem to get the pieces 
to fit each other.  I’ve torn it apart four times and rearranged the pieces but they just don’t fit.  I must have cut 
the pieces wrong.” 
 
“Let me take a look at it,” Carol suggested.  “Maybe I can see what’s going on.” 
 
The two friends were on their first day of a five-day retreat at the Sunflower Farms Retreat Center near 
Waco, Texas.  Surrounded by their friends and fellow bee members, the two women had set up their sewing 
stations near a large window.  The two friends had been quilting together for years and had enjoyed creating 
many of the same patterns.  Celia preferred reproduction fabrics from Civil War to 30’s prints.  While Carol 
like to use bright colorful fabrics. 
 
For this retreat, each brought along supplies to make four quilt tops:  Suzette, Close To Home, Colors Of 
Freedom and Just Peachy.  It wasn’t known if they would be able to complete all four tops but they’d do their 
best to get as much done as possible. 
 
Retreats were great places to really do some heavy sewing without having to think about cooking, cleaning, 
or even family members.  However, with all the talking and laughing going on it was a wonder anything got 
completed. 
 
As Carol studied the block pieces Celia had lying next to her sewing machine, she saw what was wrong. 
 
“Oh, Celia, darling,” Carol said before she began laughing. “You’re using my ‘Feather and Song’ fabrics that I 
cut out to use with the Just Peachy pattern along with your ‘Southern Magnolia’ fabrics you were using with 
the Close To Home pattern.  How did you manage to mix them up?” 
 
“Good heavens,” replied Celia.  “I see what happened.  We both brought our supplies in the same colored 
storage box.  I must have reached into your box and grabbed your fabrics.  They’re in the same colors.” 
 
“Yes and our boxes are sitting side by side,” Carol agreed.  “I can see how this happened.” 
  
“Well, at least I know why the pieces don’t fit,” Carol said.  “I thought I had really made a mess of my cutting.  
Once I get our fabrics exchanged, the block should sew together.” 
 
“See, you don’t need that four-leaf clover after all,” Carol said. 
 
For the remainder of their time at the retreat, the friends laughed about the mix-up.  But they both finished 
the four quilt tops and posted pictures of them on their Facebook pages. 
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MYSTERY QUILT CLUB 
 

STUDENT HANDOUT 
Designed by Tammy Minnich, Spenwick Cottage Designs 

 
Finished Size:  51” x 61” 



 

This months’ Mystery Quilt is a fun, scrappy quilt that will use that wonderful Layer Cake you have.  
Add one fabric that will allow the Layer Cake fabrics to stand out. 
 
Have fun selecting the fabrics. 
 
 
Fabric Requirements: 
 
Fabric A 1  Layer Cake (at least 40 - 10” squares) 
Fabric B 1 2/3 yd Coordinating Fabric 
  3 ½ yd  Backing/Binding (not needed in class) 
 
 
Other Supplies Needed: 
 
Sewing Machine and basic sewing supplies 
Neutral Sewing Thread to coordinate with fabrics 
Iron and Pressing Board 
Rotary Cutter and Cutting Surface 
Ruler (6” & 10” square will be helpful) 
 
 
 
HOMEWORK 
 

 
Precut fabrics as follows: 
 
Fabric A Select 40 squares from the Layer Cake and cut as shown:   
  5” squares (80 needed) 
  2 ½” x 5” rectangles (96 needed for border) 
  Select 6 leftover rectangles and cut in half 
    To create 12 – 2 ½” squares (for sashing corners) 
 
 
Fabric B Cut 11 strip 2 ¾” wide x WOF 

Sub-cut into 2 ¾” squares (160 needed) 
   Draw a diagonal line on the back 
 
Cut 2 strips 9 ½” wide x WOF 
Sub-cut into 2 ½” x 9 ½” rectangles (31 needed for sashing) 
 
Cut 1 strip 5” wide x WOF 
Sub-cut into 5” squares (4 needed for border)  
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